
Witnessing is my Life, HTM is my Gate pass to Heaven sealed by
my Spiritual Children

For me witnessing is not to gain membership for the church and I don’t even think it is my duty to do it because

of the church. When I learned the painful heart of our Heavenly Parent in losing A/E due to the fall, my mind is

naturally focused on comforting God’s heart by bringing back His children to His bosom. Witnessing became

my lifestyle and through that I myself grow in faith and develop my heart even more. My spiritual children are

the source of my strength and power and my spiritual sustenance until this time. When I understood the

seriousness of restorational course, I prayed to God to spare my spiritual children from any indemnity and let

me handle those instead because I worried that they may not be able to digest the pain and suffering entailed

in the course.

I’ve been in the church for 33 years now. 21 years Fulltime life in the Philippines before I moved to Korea and

been 12 years living here as one of the Han-Fil families since 2007. My first 7-year course was spent mostly on

one-to-one witnessing and almost all my spiritual children who joined within that 7 year period are really filial

children of True Parents with remarkable faith, unwavering commitment and strong sense of responsibility

towards the providence. Actually in 1995, almost all my spDaughters (grand-daughters as well) were blessed

(others re-blessed) with Koreans and came to Korea to start family. Then because of the continuous Han-Fil

providence, majority of my tribe

members were blessed too with Koreans and are

residing here although some of them are not active

in the church as of this time.

While I was planning to move to Philippines to fulfill

my HTM, I dreamed of True Mother on January 4,

2013 for the first time in my life and second was on

God’s Day of the same year (Feb 10th). Her

messages has only ONE POINT, we need to restore

Korea and I have to do my 430 HTM families here in

the Fatherland. Nevertheless from 2013 to 2017
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I could only have 12 PMC HanFil families and what

is 12 compared to 430 requirement, so I deeply

repent for that limitations and I have a shameful

heart before heaven because I know what has to be

done and yet I couldn’t accomplish it.

Last year on True Parents Birthday celebration, I

heard the news that nobody could attend the

Pledge Service with TP anymore unless one had

accomplished the HTM mission. It was a fearful

statement and I could feel its seriousness. While I

was at Cheongpyeong that time I offered my 1st

gold wish paper with 2 points in it: “I have to do

HTM this year. Settlement of my blessing.” The 2nd

gold wish paper was offered in Busan with the same

contents but more determined in tone: “I will do my

HTM by July and I have to settle my Blessing.”

A week after that the 3rd one was not actually the

Hyo Jeong wish paper but the “Cheon Jeong Gung

Special Prayer” where I laid down my situation to

heaven deeply repenting that I thought of doing

HTM in the Philippines (by July last year) although

True Mother had told me in dreams that I had to do

it here in Korea. I cried in desperation because I

didn’t know where to start and how to begin and I

just wanted to get a momentum in my hometown

before penetrating Korean society. Secondly it was

my first time to pray seriously about my blessing

which was at the edge of a seemingly impossible

result for 15 years. I asked Heavenly Parent to

settle it before 2020 in either good or unfavorable

result. I just had a very pure heart talking to

Heavenly Parent & True Father at that time without

expectation of an answer but I determined that by

my own hands and capacity I will do my best to

fulfill my responsibilities and solve everything.

Heaven heard my prayers when I was benefitted

from my spDaughter Margie 2지구 Samonim

couple’s 430 HTM Proclamation of Completion last

April 2018. Everything became history exactly on

the MONTH (July) I declared in the wish paper.

When I heard of the ‘grace’, I cried tears of

gratitude because for me this opportunity was so

enormous that I would be doing my HTM in Korea,

Dr Hwangbo Gun & Margie (Moon Hyerin) District 2 Governor

my mission country which I thought was an

impossible dream already. The entire 5th District

HanFil coordinators and my spiritual children in

Korea and even those in other countries were all

mobilized to support me in every way to accomplish

it in the given time frame of 2months only.

To find the people for the blessing was a challenge

so I sought spiritual support by offering 70 bows for

40days mobilization as my jeongseong in the midst

of my physical limitations due to knee problem. For

every bent of my knees, there was so much

excruciating pain but I never cried for that instead I

seriously and sincerely beg the cooperation of the

entire spiritual world to really work with me

because heaven already gave me the rare

opportunity not everybody can have.



(around 150 PMC Han-Fil couples were among the crowd of

280 Filipinos participated in the Blessing occupying even

the 2nd & 3rd floors of Ulsan FFWPU HQ.)

A minimum of 50 only was required of me to

declare its completion but I set the goal of 70

couples only to offer to True Father on the 7th year

of His passing 70 families on the day of our

Proclamation of Completion Ceremony (축복완료 선

포식). However, around 130 couples joined the

crowd of 280 Filipino attendance during my

proclamation ceremony.

During those 40days of 70 bowing condition, I

promised heaven that I would become a “living

testimony” of how true the HJ Wish Paper is, how

much heaven answered a sincere prayer and how

much God bestow His blessing if we have public

mind. I even called out all the Filipino ancestors of

the Filipinos living in Korea to bring to me their

descendants for the blessing and I promised my

ancestors that after I could accomplish this mission,

I would buy them Hyo Jeong Won (House of Fortune

from the absolute good ancestors). For every bow I

had, I mentioned the couple’s names of all those

whom we witnessed.

I know the importance of Heavenly Tribal Messiah,

its component and my responsibilities until its

completion and most of all, the internal requirement

of HTM mission and it is not only by my effort

alone. I strongly believe that the spirit world should

agree and recognize my authority to become their

GREAT Ancestor so that they will allow me to bring

their children to my Tribe.

The victory of HTM mission is not only the Blessing

of 430 families or having 430 couples name list. It

lies on the victory of Cain-Abel, the victory in

relationship and victory in overcoming heartistic

indemnity. Most importantly it lies on our absolute

faith to True Parents. This is how I understood HTM

mission that’s why I tried my best to resolve every

bit of challenges and always on guard to any

possible invasion from satan that would block me in

fulfilling the internal requirement of HTM mission.

I never thought of just seeking the recognition,

receiving the certificate or any award. Honestly, I

haven’t had such heart. I know the spiritual world, I

know God’s longing heart for His long lost children

and I know that my life is only to attend HP & TP

until my last breath on earth.

As early as March last year, I have started gathering

my tribe to see to it that not only my spChildren but

even my spGC and spGGC are all connected even

checking all my 24 spChildren living in different

parts of the globe. I have understood the

significance of Cheonbowon why True Mother had to

erect it before 2020. That’s why I have to see to it

that I could bring them all with me in my heavenly

Book of Life record. In my heart, all those blessed

by TP are very precious to me even if they are not

going to church anymore.



When I had the unlimited internet access in 2005 I

used all means of social media (from Friendster to

Yahoo to Facebook) to locate all my tribe members

even those who are resting and those who are

really not connecting anymore for a long period of

time and bring all of them to a reunion of hearts,

receive continuous educational materials from me

and to make sure we are all aware of each other

existence. I’m not a writer but I tried my best to

put my testimonies into written form and upload

them in blogs so that they can become educational

material for my spChildren & tribe members.

Little that I know that Heaven would reward me of

the most precious gift and recognition in front of

heaven & earth – The CIG 2019 HTM Victor

Couple Badge & Medal for having met the

standard of World Mission HQ in regards to the

fulfillment of the HTM mission until the 7th level.

Our couple was one among the 43 Korean Families,

the 1st HanFil couple and the only Awardee from 5th

District for this year 2019 Foundation Day, (2020 is

the next awarding). I was humbled by this

recognition because it was never in my imagination

and not even in my expectation.

When I received the news from our Regional Pastor

on January 21st, and the well-wishes of our District

Governor, I cried non-stop tears of gratitude to

heaven. I felt heaven’s blessing and love enveloped

me that God rewarded my entire 33 years of

dedication which I thought was already a past

offering. It was an incredible joy in my heart

because I don’t have any expectation at all.

During my first ever visit to Bonhyangwon during

True Father’s Seonghwa Anniversary (8.27.18 after

my 선포식 in July),  I offered a sincere prayer of

gratitude for allowing me to become HTM Korea

team. And I promised to HP and TF that I would

take ownership of Han-Fil Providence in Korea and

never worried about us.

That flashed back a painful memory of my mission

in KBFD when I worked for HanFil providence in

1999 to 2000 because of a very serious persecution

case while True Parents still expected that

Philippines would continue to serve the providence

by offering more Philippine sisters to the blessing.

Even how humiliating that was to me, I digested all

pains and never resented anybody but lifted up to

heaven every situation asking heaven to take care

of any possible persecution case that might occur

again while I wasn’t there anymore.

What an amazing grace that when you forgive and

forget all those pains but still carry the heart of

taking responsibility for the providence with or

without position, heaven had recognized my

sacrifices and suffering for Han-Fil families because

I couldn’t imagine the 120 Filipino-Korean couples

direct spChildren in my list with all their hundreds

Han-Fil PMCs residing all over Korea under my tribe

as spGC & spGGC. The greatest blessing of all is

that Heaven gave me that AUTHORITY to become

the ANCESTOR of all Han-Fil families throughout

Korea.

I realized that if we have absolute faith to True

Parents, absolute trust in God’s words and absolute

believe in God’s Will, there’s always fortune and

enormous blessing at the end of the road even

though it may seem like an unknown path to take.



HTM is a very spiritual mission. We can’t cheat

heaven by any false technicalities because HTM is

through the investment of love and sincerely taking

care of others. HTM is not only blessing the 430

families but it is resolving all issues in our life of

faith and all relationships with others. My spiritual

children & tribe sealed my 33 years of sincere

witnessing and life of overcoming.

I will keep on repeating this statement I had

discovered 30 years ago: “If you work for God, God

will study for you” because I graduated with flying

colors then even though I focused myself in mission

more than attending my school. Now again, I will

say: “If you work to comfort God, God will work to

recognize you”.

The Badge, the Medal & the Gate Pass will always

be the living testimony of my dedication to comfort

God’s heart thru taking care of others. This award is

not for me alone but for my tribe and a reminder

that my mission is not yet over until I could settle

them internally in front of heaven. ***

True Father is really true when he said the number of your spiritual children determines your wealth in heaven. True Mother said if you want to be rich you

must do witnessing, witnessing and witnessing. She mentioned in 2015 that if we work for the restoration of Korea thru HTM mission, all family problems

will be solved. The principle is true that if we plant the seed of love by sincerely taking care of our spiritual children and unconditionally loving members,

fruits are sure to be harvested.
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